Abstract. We propose a path transformation which applied to a cyclically exchangeable increment process conditions its minimum to belong to a given interval.
Motivation: Weak convergence of conditioned Brownian bridge and the Vervaat transformation
Excursion theory for Markov processes has proved to be an useful tool since its inception in [Itô72] (although some ideas date back to [Lév39] ). This is true both in theoretical and applied investigations (see for example [GY93] , [Ald97] , [PY07] , [Wat10] , [LG10] , [Wer10] , [YY13] ). Especially fruitful has been the application of excursion theory in the case of Brownian motion and other Lévy processes, where it lies at the foundation of the so called fluctuation theory aimed at studying their extremes (cf. [Ber96] , [Kyp06] , [Don07] ).
Brownian motion is undoubtedly one of the most tractable Lévy processes. It is therefore not a surprise that excursion theory takes a very explicit form for this process. In particular, we have the following interpretation of the normalized excursions above 0 of Brownian motion as Brownian motion conditioned to start at 0, end at 0 at a given time t (here we consider t = 1), and remain positive throughout (0, t). We recall that the Brownian bridge is a version of Brownian motion conditioned to start at 0 and end at 0 at time 1.
Theorem 1 ( [DIM77] and [Ver79] ). Let X be a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 of length 1. Then, the law of X conditioned to remain above −ε converges weakly as ε → 0 toward law of the normalized Brownian excursion. Furthermore, the weak limit can also be constructed as follows: if ρ is the unique instant at which X attains its minimum, then the weak limit has the same law as θ ρ (X) t = m + X ρ+t 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 − ρ m + X t−(1−ρ) 1 − ρ ≤ t ≤ 1 . 14634. The third frame shows the shift at the location of the unique minimum, illustrating the Vervaat transformation.
The first assertion was proved in [DIM77] by showing the convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions and then by establishing tightness through explicit computations for Brownian motion. The weak convergence of the finitedimensional distributions (fdd) is a simple consequence of having explicit expressions for the transition densities for Brownian motion and Brownian motion killed upon reaching zero, as can be seen in Lemma 5.2 of [DIM77] . They are then seen to coincide with the fdd of the three-dimensional Bessel bridge from 0 to 0 of length 1. Other approaches to Theorem 1 are found in [Blu83] (in terms of computations with generators) and [UB14] (for more general bridges of Lévy processes). One consequence of this work is to show that tightness follows very easily from a path transformation which applied to a cyclically exchangeable increment process conditions its minimum to belong to a given interval. The second assertion of Theorem 1 was shown in [Ver79] ; a second consequence of our work is to show that this is a much more general fact. We now illustrate the technique in the case of Theorem 1.
The fractional part of a real number t will be denoted {t} . We define the family of transformations (θ u , u ∈ [0, 1]), acting on any continuous path f : [0, 1] → R with f (0) = f (1) = 0 by means of
The transformation θ u consists in inverting the paths {f (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ u} and {f (t), u ≤ t ≤ 1} . See Figure 1 for an example.
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall that the minimum X of a Brownian bridge is achieved at a unique place, say ρ, as can be proved simply using the Gaussian character of X. Note that the minimum is transformed as follows under a shift: X •θ t = X −X t . We now introduce a random distribution which will let us choose a uniform point on the nonempty open set {t ∈ [0, 1] : X t − X < ε}:
Note that F ε 0 = 0, F ε 1 = 1 and that F ε is non-decreasing and continuous. Let U be a uniform random variable independent of X, and set τ t = inf {s ≥ 0 : F ε s > t} and η = τ U . We now perform the random shift X •θ η ; the forthcoming Theorem 2 (applied with I = (−ε, 0]) tells us that this process has the law of X conditioned on X ≥ −ε. Since ρ is the unique minimim, it follows that
Now, note that for any continuous f :
Indeed, such an f might be thought of as continuous on the unit circle, and the transformation θ u is obtained by applying f to the rotation of t by u, which is a continuous operation. We conclude that θ η X → θ ρ X almost surely and hence that the law of X conditioned on X ≥ −ε converges weakly to the law of θ ρ X.
Conditioning the minimum of a process with cyclically exchangeable increments
We now turn to our main theorem in the context of cyclically exchangeable increment processes.
We use the canonical setup: let D stand for the Skorohod space of càdlàg functions f : [0, 1] → R on which the canonical process X = (X t , t ∈ [0, 1]) is defined. Recall that X t : D → R is given by
Then, D is equipped with the σ-field σ(X t , t ∈ [0, 1]). We extend the transformation θ u defined in (1) by setting
The transformation θ u consists in inverting the paths {f (t), 0 ≤ t ≤ u} and {f (t), u ≤ t ≤ 1} in such a way that the new path θ u (f ) has the same values as f at times 0 and 1, i.e. θ u f (0) = f (0) and θ u f (1) = f (1). We call θ u the shift at time u of X over the interval [0,1].
Note that we will always use the transformation θ u with f (0) = 0.
Definition (CEI process). A càdlàg stochastic process has cyclically exchangeable increments (CEI) if its law satisfies the following identities in law:
The overall minimum X, which can be defined now as a functional on Skorohod space, is given by
Intuitively, to condition X on having a minimum on a given interval I ⊂ (−∞, 0], we choose t uniformly on the set in which X • θ t ∈ I by using the occupation times process
Here is the main result. It provides a way to construct CEI processes conditioned on their overall minimum.
Theorem 2. Let (X, P) be any non trivial CEI process such that X 0 = 0, X 1 ≥ 0 and P(X ∈ I) > 0. Let U be an independent random time which is uniformly distributed over [0, 1] and define:
is independent of ν and has the same law as X conditionally on X ∈ I. Moreover the time ν is uniformly distributed
Conversely, if Y has the law of X conditioned on X ∈ I and U is uniform and independent of Y then θ U (Y ) has the same law as X conditioned on A Proof of Theorem 2. We first note that the law of X•θ U conditionally on X•θ U ∈ I is equal to the law of X conditionally on X ∈ I. Indeed, using the CEI property:
Additionally, we conclude that the random variable U is uniform on (0, 1) and independent of X • θ U conditionally on X • θ U ∈ I.
Write U in the following way:
Then it suffices to prove that conditionally on X • θ U ∈ I, the random variable A I U /A I 1 is uniformly distributed over [0,1] and independent of X. Indeed from the conditional independence and (4), we deduce that conditionally on X • θ U ∈ I, the law of (θ U (X), U ) is the same as that of (θ ν (X) , ν).
Let F be any positive, measurable functional defined on D and f be any positive Borel function. From the change of variable
which proves the conditional independence mentioned above.
The converse assertion is immediate using the independence of θ ν X and ν and the fact that the latter is uniform.
We will now apply Theorem 2 to particular situations to get diverse generalizations of Theorem 1.
Exchangeable increment processes and the Vervaat transformation
In Section 2 we shifted paths at random using θ η to condition a given CEI process to have a minimum in a given interval I. When I = (−ε, 0] and X 1 = 0, and under a simple technical condition, we now see that the limiting transformation of θ η as ε → 0 is the Vervaat transformation. Hence, we obtain an extension of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Let (X, P) be any non trivial CEI process such that X 0 = 0 = X 1 . Assume that there exists a unique ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that X ρ = X and that X ρ− = X ρ . Then, the law of X conditioned to remain above −ε converges weakly in the Skorohod J 1 topology as ε → 0. Furthermore, the weak limit is the law of θ ρ X.
Note that we assume that the infimum of the process X is achieved at ρ. Actually if the infimum is only achieved as a limit (from the left) at ρ and X ρ− < X ρ then the transformation θ η converges, as ε → 0 pointwise to a process θ ρ which satisfies θ ρ (0) = 0, θ ρ (0+) = X ρ − X ρ− . Hence, convergence cannot take place on Skorohod space. A similar fact happens when X ρ− > X ρ . After the proof, we shall examine an example of applicability of Corollary 1 to exchangeable increment processes.
Proof. We use the notation of Theorem 2. In particular, η = η(ε) is a uniform point on the set {t : X t − X t < ε} . As in the proof of Theorem 1, the uniqueness of the minimum implies that η → ρ as ε → 0. Since X is continuous at ρ, by assumption, for any γ > 0 we can find
We use these partitions to construct the piecewise linear increasing homeomorphism λ :
, and finally scales [1−η+(ρ−δ), 1] to [1−δ, 1]. Note that by choosing η close enough to ρ, which amounts to choosing ε small enough, we can make λ − Id [0,1] ≤ γ. Hence, θ η → θ ρ in the Skorohod J 1 topology as ε → 0.
Our main example of the applicability of Corollary 1 is to exchangeable increment processes.
Definition. A càdlàg stochastic process has exchangeable increments (EI) if its law satisfies that for every n ≥ 1, the random variables
According to [Kal73] , an EI process has the following canonical representation:
where (1) α, σ and β i , i ≥ 1 are (possibly dependent) random variables such that i β 2 i < ∞ almost surely. (2) b is a Brownian bridge (3) (U i , i ≥ 1) are iid uniform random variables on (0, 1). Furthermore, the three groups of random variables are independent and the sum defining X t converges uniformly in L 2 in the sense that
The above representation is called the canonical representation of X and the triple (α, β, σ) are its canonical parameters.
Our main example follows from the following result:
Proposition 1. Let X be an EI process with canonical parameters (α, β, σ). On the set
X reaches its minimum continuously at a unique ρ ∈ (0, 1).
We need some preliminaries to prove Proposition 1. First, a criterion to decide whether X has infinite or finite variation in the case there is no Brownian component. It is known that for finite-variation Lévy processes, X t /t converges to the drift of X as t → 0 as shown in [Šta65] .
Proof. We work conditionally on (β i ); assume then that this sequence is deterministic. If i |β i | < ∞, we can define the following two increasing processes
and note that X = X p − X n . Hence X has bounded variation on [0, 1] almost surely.
On the other hand, if i |β i | = ∞ we first assert that the set
has probability 1 for any n ≥ 1 and any k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Note that for fixed n, ∪ 0≤k≤n−1 A k,n = Ω. Also, P(A k 1 ,n ) = P(A k 2 ,n ) since the U i are uniform. Finally, note that A k,n belongs to the tail σ-field of the sequence of random variables (U i
Recall that X t ∈ L 2 (since we assumed that the canonical parameters are constant). Using the EI property, it is easy to see that
Hence the process M = (M t , t ∈ [0, 1)) given by M t = X 1−t /(1−t) is a martingale.
Hence, M is bounded in L 1 as t → 1 and so it converges almost surely.
Secondly, we give a version of a result originally found in [Rog68] for Lévy processes. Proof. By conditioning on the canonical parameters, we will assume they are constant.
as t → 0. Then, since the law of the Brownian bridge is equivalent to the law of B on any interval [0, t] for t < 1, the law of the iterated logarithm implies that lim sup t→0 b t /f (t) = ∞ and lim inf t→0 b t /f (t) = −∞. On the other hand, if Y = X − σb, then Y is an EI process with canonical parameters (α, β, 0) independent of b. Note that E(Y 2 t ) ∼ t i β 2 i as t → 0 to see that Y t /f (t) → 0 in L 2 as t → 0. If t n is a (random and b-measurable) sequence decreasing to zero such that b tn /f (t n ) goes to ∞, we can use the independence of Y and b to construct a subsequence s n converging to zero such that b sn /f (s n ) → ∞ and Y sn /f (s n ) → 0. We conclude that X tn /t n → ∞ and so lim sup t→0 X t /t = ∞. The same argument applies for the lower limit.
Let us now assume that σ = 0. If i |β i | = ∞ then X has infinite variation on any subinterval of [0, 1]. If furthermore i β 2 i |log |β i || c < ∞ then Theorem 1.1 of [Kal74] allows us to write X as Y + Z where Z is of finite variation process with exchangeable increments and Y is a Lévy process. Since Y has infinite variation, then lim inf t→0 Y t /t = −∞ and lim sup t→0 Y t /t = ∞ thanks to [Rog68] . Finally, since lim t→0 Z t /t exists in R by Proposition 2 since Z is a finite variation EI process, then lim inf t→0 X t /t = −∞ and lim sup t→0 X t /t = ∞.
Proof of Proposition 1. Since lim inf t→0 X t /t = −∞, we see that ρ > 0. Using the exchangeability of the increments, we conclude from Proposition 3 that at any deterministic t ≥ 0 we have that lim sup h→0 (X t+h − X t )/h = ∞ and lim inf h→0 (X t+h − X t )/h = −∞ almost surely. If we write X t = β i [1 U i ≤t − t] + X t and use the independence between U i and X , we conclude that at any jump time U i we have: lim sup h→0 (X U i +h −X U i )/h = ∞ and lim inf h→0 (X U i +h −X t )/h = −∞ almost surely. We conclude from this that X cannot jump into its minimum. By applying the preceeding argument to X 1 − X (1−t)− , t ∈ [0, 1] , which is also EI with the same canonical parameters, we see that ρ < 1 and that X cannot jump into its minimum either.
In contrast to the case of EI processes where we have only stated sufficient conditions for the achievement of the minimum, necessary and sufficient conditions are known for Lévy processes. Indeed, Theorem 3.1 of [Mil77] tells us that if X is a Lévy process such that neither X nor −X is a subordinator, then X achieves its minimum continuously if and only if 0 is regular for (0, ∞) and (−∞, 0). This happens always when X has infinite variation. In the finite-variation case, regularity of 0 for (0, ∞) can be established through Rogozin's criterion: 0 is regular for (−∞, 0) if and only if 0+ P(X t < 0) /t dt = ∞. A criterion in terms of the characteristic triple of the Lévy process is available in [Ber97] . We will therefore assume H1: 0 is regular for (−∞, 0) and (0, ∞). We now proceed then to give a statement of a Vervaat type transformation for Lévy processes, although actually we will use their bridges in order to force them to end at zero. Lévy bridges were first constructed in [Kal81] (using the convergence criteria for processes with exchangeable increments of [Kal73] ) and then in [CUB11] (via Markovian considerations) under the following hypothesis:
H2: For any t > 0, E e iuXt du < ∞. Under H2, the law of X t is absolutely continuous with a continuous and bounded density f t . Hence, X admits transition densities p t given by p t (x, y) = f t (y − x). If we additionally assume H1 then the transition densities are everywhere positive as shown in [Sha69] .
Definition. The Lévy bridge from 0 to 0 of length 1 is the càdlàg process whose law P 1 0,0 is determined by the local absolute continuity relationship: for every
See [Kal81] , [FPY93] or [CUB11] for an interpretation of the above law as that of X conditioned on X t = 0. Using time reversibility for Lévy processes, it is easy to see that the image of P 1 0,0 under the time reversal map X (1−t)− , t ∈ [0, 1] is the bridge of −X from 0 to 0 of length 1 and that X 1 = X 1− = 0 under P 1 0,0 . Proposition 4. The law P 1 0,0 has the EI property. Under P 1 0,0 , the minimum is achieved at a unique place ρ ∈ (0, 1) and X is continuous at ρ.
We conclude that Corollary 1 applies under P 1 0,0 . At this level of generality, this has been proved in [UB14] . In that work, the distribution of the image of P 1 0,0 under the Vervaat transformation was identified with the (Markovian) bridge associated to the Lévy process conditioned to stay positive which was constructed there.
Proof of Proposition 4. Using the local absolute continuity relationship and the regularity hypothesis H1 we see that X < 0 under P 
Conditioning a brownian bridge on its minimum
In Section 1 we considered a limiting case of Theorem 2 by conditioning the minimum of the brownian bridge to equal zero rather than to be close to zero when X 1 = 0. In this section, we will show that the limiting procedure is also valid when X 1 > 0 and for any value of the minimum. This will enable us to establish, in particular, a pathwise construction of the Brownian meander.
Theorem 3. Let P x be the law of the Brownian bridge from 0 to x of length 1. Consider the reflected process R = X − J where
Then R admits a bicontinuous family of local times (L y t , t ∈ [0, 1], y ≥ 0). Let U be a uniform random variable independent of X and define
x is a version of the law of X given X = y under P x which is weakly continuous as a function of y.
Conversely, if x = 0 and Y has law P y,0 , U is a uniform random variable and independent of Y , and A = X − X is the amplitude of the path X, then θ U (Y ) has the law of X conditionally on A ≥ −y.
The process R is introduced in the preceding theorem for a very simple reason: when X 1 ≥ 0, it is equal to −X •θ t . See Figure 2 for an illustration of its definition.
Proof of Theorem 3. To construct the local times, we first divide the trajectory of X in three parts. Let ρ be the unique instant at which the minimum is achieved and let X be the minimum. Using Denisov's decomposition of the Brownian bridge of [Den84] , we can see that conditionally on ρ = t and X = y, the processes X ← = (X t−s − y, s ≤ t) and X → = (X t+s − y, s ≤ 1 − t) are three-dimensional Bessel bridges starting at 0, of lengths t and 1 − t, and ending at y and y + x (see also Theorem 3 in [UB14] , where the preceding result is stated for x = 0 for more Figure 2 . Illustration of the reflected process R, given by −X • θ t when X 1 ≥ 0. general Lévy processes). Next, the trajectory of X → will be further decomposed at L x = sup {r ≤ 1 − t : X → r ≤ x} . The backward strong Markov property (Theorem 2 in [CUB11] ) tells us that, conditionally on L x = s, the processes X →,1 = (X → r , r ≤ s) is a three-dimensional Bessel bridge from 0 to x of length s. Finally, the process X →,2 given by X →,2 r = X → s+r − x for r ≤ 1 − t − s is a three-dimensional Bessel bridge from 0 to y of length 1 − t − s. Now, note that under the law of the three-dimensional Bessel process, one can construct a bicontinuous family of local times given as occupation densities. That is, if P 3 0 is the law of the three-dimensional Bessel processes, there exists a bicontinuous process (L y t , t, y ≥ 0) such that:
for any t, y almost surely. By Pitman's path transformation between P 3 0 and the reflected Brownian motion found in [Pit75] , note that if X →t = inf s≥t X s is the future infimum process of X, then X − X → is a reflected Brownian motion for which one can also construct a bicontinuous family of local times. Therefore, the following limits exist and are continuous in t and y: I converges to L y , it then follows that η I converges to ν. Using the fact that X is continuous, it follows that θ ν I X → θ ν X. Since L y 1 > 0 on, then lim ε→0 P x A I 1 > 0 = 1. However, by Theorem 2, conditionally on A I 1 > 0, θ η I X has the law of X conditioned on X ∈ I. Hence, the latter conditional law converges, as ε → 0 to the law of θ ν X. A similar argument applies to show that ν is continuous as a function of y and hence that the law P y,x is weakly continuous as a function of y. But now, it is a simple exercise to show that (P y,x , y ≥ 0) disintegrates P x with respect to X. Finally, suppose that x = 0. Since η I is independent of X, then ν is independent of X also. Hence, the law of θ U under P y,x equals P x conditioned on L y 1 > 0. However, note that L 1 y > 0 implies that R (which equals X − X when x = 0) reaches level y. Conversely, if R reaches level y, then the local time at y must be positive. Hence the sets {L y 1 > 0} and {A ≥ y} coincide. One could think of a more general result along the lines of Theorem 3 for Lévy processes. As our proof shows, it would involve technicalities involving local times of discontinuous processes. We leave this direction of research open.
As a corollary (up to a time-reversal), we obtain the path transformation stated as Theorem 7 in [BCP03] .
Corollary 2. Let P be the law of a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 of length 1 and let U be uniform and independent of X. Let ν = inf {t ≥ 0 : X t > U [x + X]}. Then θ ν X has the same law as the three-dimensional Bessel bridge from 0 to x of length 1.
Proof. We need only to note that, under the law of the three-dimensional Bessel process, the local time of X − X → equals X → (which can be thought of as a consequence of Pitman's construction of the three-dimensional Bessel process). Then, the local time at zero of R equals J + X, its final value is x + X, and then
By integrating with respect to x in the preceding corollary, we obtain a path construction of the Brownian meander in terms of Brownian motion. Indeed, consider first a Brownian motion B and define X = B sgn(B 1 ). Then X has the law of B conditionally on B 1 > 0 and it is cyclically exchangeable. Applying Theorem 3 to X, we deduce that if ν = inf {t ≥ 0 : X t > U [X 1 + X]} then X • θ ν has the law of the weak limit as ε → 0 of B conditioned on inf t≤1 B t ≥ −ε, a process which is known as the Brownian meander.
Setting x = 0 in Theorem 3 gives us a novel path transformation to condition a Brownian bridge on achieving a minimum equal to y. In this case, we consider the local time process. This generalizes the Vervaat transformation, to which it reduces when y = 0.
Corollary 3. Let P be the law of the Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 of length 1, let (L y t , y ∈ R, t ∈ [0, 1]) be its continuous family of local times and let U be uniform and independent of X. For y ≤ 0, let
Then the laws of X • θ ηy provide a weakly continuous disintegration of P given X = y.
The only difference with Theorem 3 is that the local times are defined directly in terms of the Brownian bridge since the reflected process R equals X − X when the ending point is zero. The equality between both notions follows from bicontinuity and the fact that local times were constructed as limits of occupation times. Also, note that since the minimum is achieved in a unique place ρ ∈ (0, 1), then L X 1 = 0. Hence η y → ρ as y → 0 and the preceding path transformation converges to the Vervaat transformation.
Theorem 3 may be expressed in terms of the non conditioned process, that is, instead of considering the Bessel bridge, one may state the above transformation for the three dimensional Bessel process itself. More precisely, since path by path θ u (X t − xt , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) = (θ u f (X) t − xt , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) , and since the Brownian bridge b from 0 to x can be represented as (5) b t = X t − t(X 1 − x), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) , under the law of Brownian motion, then the process (b t − xt , 0 ≤ 1) is a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 and then so is (θ u (X) t − xt , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) under the law of the three dimensional Bessel bridge from 0 to x of length 1. In particular, the law of the latter process does not depend on x and we can state:
Corollary 4. Under the law of the three-dimensional Bessel process on [0, 1], if U is uniform and independent of X, then (θ U (X) t − tX 1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ 1) is a Brownian bridge (from 0 to 0 of length 1) which is independent of X 1 .
Let us end by noting the following consequence of Theorem 3: if P is the law of the Brownian bridge from 0 to 0, then the law of X − y given X = y equals the law of A given A ≥ y. When y = 0, we conclude that the law of the maximum of a normalized Brownian excursion equals the law of the range of a Brownian bridge. This equality was first proved in [Chu76] and [Ken76] . Providing a probabilistic explanation was the original motivation of Vervaat when proposing the path transformation θ ρ in [Ver79] .
